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Steeldeck Staging Assembly and Usage (A) 

Variation 2009 (c) Prepared Flat Floor Usage  
to a maximum height of 39” (One metre) 

To be read with General Risk Assessment 2008 
 
Theory 
 
Providing a uniformly flat area as a basic performance space either as a 
flat floor or a raised platform using proprietary manufactured sections of 
staging to a maximum height of 39 inches or 1 metre in height when used 
as four or more sections or a maximum height of 24 inches with less than 
four sections to a maximum weight loadings of 5kn per deck on stock 
Steeldeck. (This is equivalent to a dancer of 80kgs per deck or 2 school 
children at 40kg dancing on each deck). Plain black paint over plywood 
board finish and soft fabric front and/or sides. For Marley Dance Floor 
finish consult (Juice Knowledge base – Laying of Dance floor). 
 
See Section “Bracing” for less than four decks or over 39 inches. 
 
Do not mix product under any circumstances, Lite deck, Metro deck does 
not match up to our product and therefore removes any installation 
warranty. Legs are to be aluminium and or steel upto 24 inches (60cm). 
Over this height legs to be steel only. 
 
Please note: That as of January 2009 the 2 metre working at height is 
altered to any surface higher than floor level to be considered working at 
height and so will apply to working on a stage no matter the height 
 
For variation on this consult Juice Knowledge Base Steeldeck Staging 
Assembly and Usage (B) for unprepared floor/uneven surface. 
 
Method for Staging 
 
Check drawings before construction starts. 
 
Tools required: 
 
Gloves and Safety Boots required for all employees, safety Glasses for 
under stage worker with or without impact wrench (Bits falling). 
 
17mm spanner (Stage bolts), 17 mm rattail spanner (lining up and stage 
bolts), 19mm Spanner (Leg clamps), scaffold spanner (Hand rail clamps), 
impact wrench (Stage bolts), 25mm ratchet strap per set of treads, tape 
for soft front. 
 



 
 
Trained personnel only. Local crew can be used but only with “Responsible 
person” on site and directly working with local crew. 
 
Staging sections to be checked for damage prior to dispatch. Inspection 
regime to include, fastening of boards to frame, check for screws missing. 
Frame to be square and no damage or bends to steel work. Leg location 
holes to be clear and bolts to move easily. Any faults, isolate deck and 
inform John Silk stating deck ID number. A count of four legs per unit is 
required. 
 
Staging sections to be loaded and off loaded from vehicle using 
parameters set by “Juice Knowledge Base - Safe Loading and Unloading of 
Vehicles” Safe handling to be observed at all times. Wheel boards are 
provided for handling of decks. Minimum lifting of decks is planned 
intention. 
 
Consult client as to absolute position of stage before build starts. 
 
Staging to be lined up with decks in their general position of use but laid 
on one side, all decks to be set up facing the same way. Legs to be 
inserted into leg slots on the deck which has it’s base “Outside” i.e. first 
deck to be tipped up, lower legs first, top legs second. Deck leg bolts to 
be tightened to pinch. Do not over tighten. Each deck has four legs unless 
you have been told to use “Economy/speed” mode or “Gravlok” fixings, 
consult “Responsible Person”.  
 
Stand up first deck, check for level and prepare next deck. Decks can be 
prepared and stood up first if space allows but watch for floor damage 
when moving decks into place from the legs, lift rather than slide. Fit 
decks together in lines. If possible use jointing bolts while you pull decks 
together so that minimum work is required under the stage after. 
 
The decks come with 12 bolt holes, 2 on each short side and 4 each long 
side, which allow for joining of decks together using 10mm 8.8 75mm 
metric bolts/machine screws. Each bolt should have 2 washers and a nut. 
Bolting for a standard working stage is corners only, so two bolts per side. 
Where the stage is ballast or is to be used for multiple performers or 
dance events then all bolts holes are to be used for maximum security. 
Bolts are to fitted by operative under the stage using one of the 
wheelboards as a trolley, safety glasses to be worn. The use of impact 
hammers for tightening is acceptable so long as it is not over tightened to 
distort the metalwork or stretch the bolt. 
 
Fit treads at required position. For stage upto 24 inches in height no 
handrail for treads is required. Over this at least one handrail must be 
fitted under supervision by the “Responsible Person” who will check 
installation. 
 
 
 



Hand rail to be fitted to back of stage as a minimum and from the back to 
the side of treads wherever they are fitted. Sides are an option and is 
dependant on line of sight but wherever possible fit short black handrail to 
the handrail side of the treads. Hand rails are in two types and follow the 
TUV requirement of being able to absorb 10% of the weight loadings.  
 
When fitting Black Handrails offer handrail to position sitting on the two 
tabs while one person holds the rail another fits a staging bolt/machine 
screw through the plate one in each corner at the bottom and fits a plate 
behind the web of the stage so as the sandwich the deck sides inbetween 
the handrail plate and the steel plate. Tighten so as to hold but not 
deform the steelwork.  
 
With Alloy tube handrail, fit supplied uprights to legs of the stage spaced 
at one per 8ft with two swivel brackets per upright, one at the top of the 
leg and one at the bottom of the leg. Fit Keylok right angle brackets to 
long lengths of handrail and slide to position over uprights with two or 
more persons lining up the brackets so that the long rail drops overall of 
the uprights, there must be two rails per side, one top one middle.  
 
Bracing. 
 
Where one to four decks are in use and the height is over 18 inches or 
maximum loading then diagonal braces are to be fitted using swivel 
brackets and the lengths of tube cut to length to provide the correct 
length to go from the bottom of the leg at one end and top of the leg at 
the other, this must be done on two sides of each deck for each deck in 
use. 
 
Notes: 
 
All marking tape and edging tape to be removed prior to disassembly of 
stage. 
 
It is not obligatory to mark the edge of the stage. 
 
See latest general risk assessment for information on position and 
assessment of staging. 
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